I.

INTRODUCTION

Conical defects are point-like singular structures obtained when an initially flat thin sheet is forced to buckle
into a generalized conical structure (described by straight
generators that all meet at the apex). They are ubiquitous in both natural [? ] and man made structure [? ],
and in the context of crumpled thin sheets, they form,
together with stretching ridges, the elementary modes of
stress localization which govern the behavior of the crumpled sheet and limits its possible confinement [? ]. Const into two classes dependical defects are usually sorted
ing on the mechanism which necessitates their buckling:
Confinement or Incompatibility. Confinement is usually
achieved by supporting the thin sheet on an impenetrable
cone or a ring, whereas incompatibility refers to circumference excess achieved by a point Gaussian curvature
condensation. In this work we study the simultaneous
eﬀect of confinement and incompatibility.
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Phyllotaxis, The golden ratio
and the Fibonacci sequence

??. In vanishing thickness limit the elastic equilibri
is given ��
by the isometry which minimizes the bend
energy,
κ2 dA, where κ is the (non-vanishing) p
cipal normal curvature of the isometry, and dA is
area element. Performing the radial integration, regu
ized by the non-isometric finite core size, yields, up
a multiplicative constant the following one dimensio
functional
�

κ2 ds,

where κ is the same curvature as above estimated
r = 1, and can be interpreted as the geodesic cur
ture boundary of the elastic disc on the unit sphere,
s denotes the arc-length parameter along the curve.
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The golden ratio is a number, φ, suchathat
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between φ and 1 is the same as the ratio between
1 and 1- φ. It
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= 1.618033988... . It
is an irrational number, given explicitly by
2
was first described by Euclid, and can be visualized as the aspect
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II. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
ratio of a rectangle composed of a square
and a smaller rectangle
We consider a thin elastic disc to which a wedge of
also having the aspect ratio φ. Itangle
has
unique properties and
α was added (or removed). This constitutes a nonEuclidean
plate��withHowever,
a Gaussian curvature
condensationculture there are also
arises in nature in surprising circumstances.
in popular
of magnitude
K dA = −α ,(+α) at its center. The
1. The geometry of a supported conical defect: (a) S
the disc is
pushedidentifications
by a force F into an impenea lot of myths associated with it center
andofmany
false
of theFIG.
golden
ratio.
view; a notched disc is pushed into am impenetrable c
trable cone of opening angle of π/2−β. For simplicity we
(shaded red) by a force F pushing down at its center po
The Fibonacci sequence isassume
a number
sequence
starting
with
that the radius
of the confined
sheet, as well
as two ones, then
(b) Angled view; the dark blue region is in contact with
the confining cone’s edge length are set to unity. This alsupporting cone and and conforms with its conical confi
iteratively constructing the next lows
number
as
the
sum
of
the
previous
two.
The first few
us to formulate the problem for the vanishing thickration. (c) Top view; opening the notch to a finite ang
ness limit as an embedding problem for an incompressis equivalent to considering a disc with a Gaussian curvat
numbers of the sequence read: (1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,89,144…).
interesting (and
ible elastic curve on the sphere as done in []. see figure An
condensation of magnitude −δ. The black circle shows
perimeter of the supporting cone.
easily provable) fact is that the ratio of consecutive Fibonacci numbers converges to
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the golden ratio. Conversely, good
rational approximations of the golden ratio are
comprised from numbers from the Fibonacci sequence.
Phyllotaxis, the arrangement of leaves on a stem, and
the arrangement of seeds in some flowers, often display
regular spiraling patterns. When counting the numbers of
spirals (in either of the directions) one often (but not always)
finds a familiar set of numbers like 13 and 21 displayed here,
and also 5,8,34,55 and 89. The reason these plants display
numbers from the Fibonacci sequence is closely tied to the
properties of the golden ratio. One can show that the golden
ratio is not only irrational but has the “worst possible” good rational approximation
amongst all irrational numbers. This property lent the golden ratio the title “the most
irrational number”. It makes the arrangement of successive leaves separated by the
golden angle optimally distributed, and can therefore be also realized by inanimate
physical systems.
The golden ratio also appears naturally in the length of the diagonal of a
pentagon, and thus in systems displaying pentagonal symmetry. The Penrose tiling is
an example of a system whose underlying building blocks were derived from a
pentagonal structure and display the golden ratio. Despite its many qualities and
surprising emergence in natural phenomena people tend to also associate the golden
ratio with systems it has very little to do with, from the spiraling shapes of the nautilus
shell and of our galaxy, to the aspect ratio of the Parthenon.
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